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Abstract
Organizational research contains a great variety of theories, models and approaches about managerial effectiveness and specifically about leadership. The present article reviews how major leadership theorists have conceptualized the characteristics of a leader, and examines the strengths and weaknesses of such concepts. The primary objective of the present review is to reveal how the current leadership theories are applied in higher education institutions. This review concludes with an academic leadership summary for educational institutions to enhance managerial effectiveness, which would also be beneficial to future research for studying relationships between specific leadership styles and effectiveness in higher education.
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1. Introduction

As a term, leadership proposes an image of a strong and dynamic person creating impressive realms, gaining victories, commanding armies or influencing the course of countries (Yukl, 2002). Leaders are typically considered as difference makers and "leadership is often regarded as the single most important factor in the success or failure of institutions" (Bass, 1990). Accordingly, the performance of organizations and institutions depends on leadership to a great extent (Ogawa and Scribner, 2002).

Organizational success is based on several factors such as financial and technical resources, logistics, technology and human resources. Combination of all such factors brings the achievement of goals in an organization. This, in turn, drives organizations to seek the best individuals to lead and manage this process. The organizational expectation from leaders is to possess specific characteristics that will enable positive organizational outcomes. A leader is an influential individual undertaking the leadership role. The other members are considered as followers within an organization. Leadership has significant effects on both followers and the organization.

A great diversity has emerged in the leadership research in the past decade (Northouse, 2001). Such research has resulted in extensive progress by revealing a part of the mechanisms underlying the leadership construct (Avolio et al., 2009). Despite this tremendous diversity, there seems to be an agreement that transformational leadership stands out as an effective style considered essential to the organizational performance and success (Yukl, 1998) since the modern era comes with a constant state of change and survival.

Although leadership has been mostly discussed in organizational context, managerial effectiveness is of great significance also in educational setting. Therefore, the research has similarly focused on the characteristics of behavioral patterns of an effective leader, which would bring educational success and effectiveness. The research on leadership styles in educational institutions is relatively new compared to the research in the organizational context. From this perspective, the present article aims to review the mostly discussed leadership styles in the organizational literature and attempts to reveal the practices of such leadership styles especially in higher education institutions. For this purpose, this article reviews seven dominant theories of leadership in terms of effectiveness and concludes with an academic leadership summary for educational institutions.
2. Literature review. Leadership Theories and Styles

Research on the effectiveness of leadership has progressed to determine the capabilities of a leader such as abilities, competencies, knowledge and behaviors in the past decade (Spendlove, 2007). Such capabilities may be described as a group of behaviors involved in achieving the outcomes desired (Spendlove, 2007). The present article reviews seven theories/models and presents the results of leadership studies conducted in the educational context. The theories included in this review are the Tri-Dimensional Leadership Effectiveness Model and The Vroom-Yetton Decision Model as part of The Situational Theory of Leadership, The Theory of Charismatic Leadership, The Theory of Transformational Leadership, The Transactional Leadership Theory, The Full-Range Leadership Theory (FRLT), and the Four-Frame Model of Leadership as part of the Educational Leadership and Effectiveness.

2.1. The Situational Theory of Leadership

The situational theory was proposed by Hersey and Blanchard in 1969, suggesting that different situations demand different styles of leadership. Situational approaches focus on the interaction between the leader, the follower and the situation and attempt to establish the causal relationships leading to behavioral predictability.

The first of the well-known models within this approach is the Tri-Dimensional Leadership Effectiveness Model (Hersey and Blanchard, 1988). This model proposes that relationship behavior, task behavior and group's readiness are situationally correlated. The basis of this model is the leader-follower interaction. Such interaction is formed by the followers' levels of maturity, ability and readiness combined with the leader's level of support (Hampton, Summer and Weber, 1987). According to Hersey and Blanchard (1988), the basis of situational leadership is the interaction among the degree to which a leader provides guidance as task behavior, the degree to which a leader provides socioeconomic support and the degree to which a follower is ready to conduct a particular task or function. Like some of the other scholars (Fiedler, 1967; Blake and Mouton, 1964), Hersey, Blanchard and Johnson (1996) underlined that one style of leadership could not fit all situations. This suggests that leaders can be effective if they modify their leadership behaviors in line with the readiness degree of their followers. The situational leadership model includes a third dimension in addition to task and relationship behaviors, which is called effectiveness. The task behavior refers to the degree to which a leader is likely to formulate and describe the roles of members involved in his/her group, whereas the relationship behavior refers to the degree to which a leader is likely to persevere personal relationships between him/herself and his/her group members. The effectiveness refers to the appropriateness of a leader to a particular situation and involves understanding the readiness or maturity level of his/her followers for a particular task.

The second one is Vroom-Yetton Decision Model (Vroom and Yetton, 1973) based on the expectancy theory proposed by Vroom (1964). This is a motivation theory, suggesting that motivation is the mechanism underlying choices, and an individual behaves or makes choices based on the desirability of the outcome. This suggests that leaders should provide followers with an environment that they understand and think effort, performance, satisfaction and outcome are causally related. In other words, an environment consisting of expectancies should be created in organizations to motive employees to perform (Hampton, Summer and Webber, 1987). As part of the situational leadership theory, Vroom developed a decision model with Yetton (1973), which was later expanded in collaboration with Jago (1988), assessing when and how to include employees in decision-making process. This model assumes that participation increases the acceptance of a decision, while acceptance enhances commitment and effectiveness. To achieve this, the authors provided a tree system that includes three leadership styles and five different decision procedures. The leadership styles are autocratic, consultative and group-based. The autocratic leader is basically a dictator who only expects his/her followers to obey. The consultative leader consults with his/her team and makes decision alone. The group-based leader tries to reach a consensus agreement with his/her team and decision accepted by the team is the final decision. Of the five different decision processes, two are autocratic, two are consultative and one is group-based. The most important components of this model are decision quality and decision acceptance.

The Vroom-Yetton model, also known as Vroom-Yetto-Jago model, assumes that problems may possess more than one solution that is acceptable. Although rare, when there is only a single solution and
the group acceptance or support is not necessary for such solution, any of the proposed styles can be used to reach an acceptable solution (Baker, 1996). However, the process of decision-making is highly complicated and dynamic in most cases. Another essential component of this decision model is the matter of time against participation. According to the literature, autocratic leadership can provide faster solutions, whereas other leadership styles are usually associated with more qualitative solutions. Briefly, the process of decision-making is affected by the decision quality, the group acceptance of the decision and the time that is needed to reach the decision (Baker, 1996). The Vroom-Yetton model, however, is not able to identify the differences occurring in particular situations, which is considered a significant weakness. Furthermore, the original model does not take time constraints, the follower information level and absence of physical closeness into account. Despite such weak points, the study by Vroom and Jago (1988) reported a 62% success for the Vroom-Yetton model (Yukl, 1998).

After many revisions, Blanchard (2007) introduced the second situational leadership theory called SLT-II. This new version contains a modified interaction between the behavior of a leader and the developmental level of a follower. Although the two underlying constructs (readiness/maturity) are the same but referred to as follower competence and commitment, the additive nature of these constructs are not emphasized in in SLT-II. According to Thompson and Vecchio (2009), SLT-II provides a clearer approach to determine an optimal leadership style for followers with full development; however, such optimal style is likely not to be predicted by competence and commitment in some situations.

2.2. The Theory of Charismatic Leadership

The charismatic leadership theory was developed by House in 1976 based on the work by Weber (1947). The term charisma was first used by Weber (1947), referring to a type of influence that is based on follower perceptions built by a leader through unique characteristics (Yukl, 1993). However, House (1976) was the first that used this term in the organizational context and called organizational charisma, defined as “an extraordinary relationship between an individual (leader) and others (followers) based on shared deeply-held ideological values” (House, 1976). The author then developed the Neo-Charismatic Leadership Paradigm (NLP) to address the way of leaders to be successful in achieving extraordinary outcomes when the situation is critical and to build stunning followership (House and Aditya, 1997). According to this theory, a charismatic leader has five types of behavior, goal articulation, role modeling, image modeling, high expectations and confidence in followers. Although this theory received negative criticisms due to the scope of action limited to the interaction between the leader and the follower, the author demonstrated that charismatic leaders are equipped with persistent skills of communication, which impact the beliefs of the followers in various contexts, regardless of the context being a nation or an organization (Fiol, Harris and House, 1999). These five behaviors were later identified as three behavioral dimensions of charismatic leaders by Kim, Danserau and Kim (2002) based on correlations, which are called vision-related behavior, personal behavior and empowering behavior. The five behaviors of charismatic leaders and the charisma concept were used by the theorists of transformational leadership as part of idealized influence, which is one of the core behavioral patterns providing effective leadership (Antonakis and House, 2002). As well, the constructs vision and charisma are shared by both charismatic leadership and transformational leadership theories with the difference lying in the organizational environment that is included in the charismatic theory.

2.3. The Theory of Transformational Leadership

The transformational leadership theory started with the work of Burns (1978), expanded by Bass (1985), and then supported by the studies of Kark and Shamir (2002), Conger and Kanungo (1998) and many others (Antonakis and House, 2002). The transformational leadership concept of Burns (1978) was turned into a more practical theory by Bass (1985). Later in 1998, Bass and Avolio identified five behavioral patterns of a transformational leadership, which are idealized influence (attributed charisma), idealized influence (behavioral charisma), inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation and individualized consideration (Antonakis and House, 2002).

Idealized influence refers to role modeling and trust building, driving followers to respect and admire the leader (Bass et al., 2003). Inspirational motivation is providing an applicable and clear vision, motivating
and inspiring followers to find meaning in working to achieve goals both at individual and organizational levels (Bass, 1985). Intellectual stimulation refers to creativity promotion by challenging and changing the followers’ way of thinking to solve problems (Bass and Avolio, 1994). Individualized consideration is the genuine concern and respect for the talents and needs of every individual (Judge and Piccolo, 2004).

Transformational leadership has some similarities to charismatic leadership as it includes charisma, stimulation and inspiration to define the characteristics of a leader. For instance, idealized influence and inspirational motivation are also collectively called as charisma. Yet, these two leadership theories are different basically due to the sociological element of charismatic leadership, which was originated in the work of Weber (1947). Transformational leadership theory was argued to ignore organizational environment as an important component for effective leadership, but Bass (1998) showed the evidence that the model is valid in various situations and crisis in particular since transformational leaders stand against the status quo (Antonakis and House, 2002). Another major argument to this theory is that transformational leaders are not able to have the followers satisfy specific outcomes, which is considered as a characteristic of transactional leaders. These criticisms and arguments were responded by Bass and Avolio (1994, 1997) by developing the Full-Range Leadership Theory, which will be discussed in the following sections of the article.

2.4. The Transactional Leadership Theory

The transactional leadership theory was proposed by Burns in 1978. This theory is based on the relationship between a leader and a follower, and such relationship relies on exchanges or contingent rewards established by the leader for success recognition (Whittington, 2004). The theory of Burns (1978) was later expanded by Bass (1985) and Bass and Avolio (1997), resulting in three key dimensions of transactional leaders, contingent reward, active management by exception and passive management by exception. Contingent reward refers to the constructive interaction between a leader and a follower, in which performance determines the reward. The leader explains the roles and expectations provide required resources and successful performance leads to reward. Active management by exception refers to the interaction in which the leader observes the performance of the follower and makes corrections throughout the process. Passive management by exception refers to the interaction in which the leader intervenes only when there are mistakes or the standards are not met (Antonakis and House, 2002).

The major argument to this leadership theory is its limited motivational source for creative followers. Followers may keep their focus on success when the goals are set before; however, this may also drive followers not to put any more efforts since there would be no rewards (Bryant, 2003).

2.5. The Full-Range Leadership Theory

The Full-Range Leadership Theory (FRLT) was developed by Bass and Avolio (1994) to increase leader effectiveness. This theory suggests three categorizations of leadership behaviors as transformational, transactional, non-leadership (laissez-faire) characterized by nine distinct factors as five transformational (idealized influence-attributed, idealized influence-behavior, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, individualized consideration), three transactional (contingent reward, active management-by-exception, passive management-by-exception) and one laissez-faire (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leadership Style</th>
<th>Leadership Scales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transformational Leadership</td>
<td>1. Idealized Influence (attributed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Idealized Influence (behavior)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Inspirational Motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Intellectual Stimulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Individualized Consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transactional Leadership</td>
<td>6. Contingent Reward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Active Management by Exception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. Passive Management by Exception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laissez-Faire</td>
<td>9. Laissez-Faire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Full-Range Leadership Theory (Bass and Avolio, 1997)
Bass and Avolio (1997) demonstrated that transformational and contingent reward factors and effectiveness are strongly positively correlated, whereas there is a negative or none correlation between the controlling actions of transactional leadership and laissez-faire and effectiveness. Transformational leadership style has been also shown to be more effective than transactional leadership style as well as positively correlated with organizational performance (Benjamin, 2006).

However, according to Yukl (1999), individualized consideration and inspirational behavior are overlapping constructs, leading to a strong argument to this theory. Additionally, Beyer (1999) and Yukl (1999) stated that the obscure use of some concepts from the full-range theory such as charisma, transformation and vision results in confusion.

### 2.6. Four-Frame Model of Leadership

Regarding leadership, styles can be described as the leaders’ approaches to guide their followers. Leaders use such styles to carry out tasks and assignments in a successful manner. The situation, the leader or the assignment in question gives rise to different styles of leadership. The literature on leadership involves a great number of organizational theories; however, the research on educational setting, specifically on higher education has commonly focused on the Four-Frame-Model of Leadership proposed by Bolman and Deal (1991). According to Bolman and Deal (1991), individuals do not use a single frame in all cases, but they usually tend toward one or two frames of action. The four frames suggested by Bolman and Deal (1991) are to categorize the perspectives and behaviors of leaders regarding their styles of leadership.

The structural frame is related to rules, responsibilities and policies, focusing on structure, environment and strategy and suggesting that problem arises when structure does not fit the situation. This frame takes its origin from sociology. The human resource frame is related to participation, support and information sharing, focusing on the interaction between the needs of individuals and the organization. This frame takes its origin from psychology. The political frame is related to power and interest distribution with persuasion, negotiation and coercion, focusing on the disagreement among various groups and interests for limited resources, and suggesting that problem arises when the power becomes concentrated in the wrong places or distributed too extensively. This frame takes its origin from political science. The symbolic frame is related to inspiration, impression and rituals, focusing on symbols to acquire attention as if an organization is a stage and suggesting that problem arises when symbols lose their meaning and potency. To Bolman and Deal (1991), such styles have an influence on the follower productivity.

Briefly, four frames in this leadership model are considered different instruments that can be utilized to understand the leadership skills required by a situation (Trees, 2006). These frames have been also used in several studies on leadership effectiveness among various populations (Borden, 2000; Cantu, 1997).

### 3. Leadership Research in Education

Table 3 presents the studies investigating different leadership styles in the educational context in chronological order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Leadership Theory/ Model</th>
<th>Type of Organization</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Vecchio</td>
<td>Situational Leadership</td>
<td>High schools</td>
<td>Support only for followers with low levels of readiness/maturity. The situational theory may not be very useful in predicting others’ attitudes and performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Bensimon</td>
<td>Four-Frame Model</td>
<td>Colleges in USA</td>
<td>Most of the college presidents are not effective in using multiple frames.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Lowe et al.</td>
<td>Full-Range Leadership</td>
<td>Meta-analysis</td>
<td>Active and passive management-by-exception and laissez-faire leadership were negatively or inconsistently associated with the respective outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Leadership Theory/ Model</td>
<td>Type of Organization</td>
<td>Findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Fernandez, &amp; Vecchio</td>
<td>Situational Leadership</td>
<td>Universities</td>
<td>No evidence to support the situational theory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Leithwood &amp; Jantzi</td>
<td>Transformational Leadership</td>
<td>A large school system in Canada</td>
<td>Significant effect of transformational leadership practices on extraordinary commitment levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Cantu</td>
<td>Four-Frame Model</td>
<td>Masters and Doctoral Institutions in Public Colleges and Universities</td>
<td>The primarily used frame is the human resource frame, followed by the structural, political and symbolic frames.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Masson</td>
<td>Full-Range Leadership</td>
<td>Community colleges in America</td>
<td>Equal effect of predicting perceived leadership effectiveness for both transformational leadership and the combined idealized influence, individualized consideration, contingent reward, active management-by-exception, and laissez-faire leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Bethel</td>
<td>Four-Frame Model</td>
<td>Bible colleges</td>
<td>Statistically significant relationship between the structural frame and the external organizational effectiveness domain, the human resource frame and the academic domain and the symbolic frame and the external organizational effectiveness domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Leithwood &amp; Jantzi</td>
<td>Transformational Leadership</td>
<td>Large school district in Canada</td>
<td>Strong significant effects of transformational leadership on organizational conditions, and moderately significant total effects on student engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Day et al.</td>
<td>Transformational Leadership</td>
<td>Primary, secondary and special schools in UK</td>
<td>Positive effect of transformational leadership on productivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Borden</td>
<td>Four-Frame Model</td>
<td>Campus directors of state universities and community colleges in Florida, USA</td>
<td>The primarily used frame is the human resource frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Russel</td>
<td>Four-Frame Model</td>
<td>Academic deans in community colleges in USA</td>
<td>The primarily used frame is the human resource frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Silins et al.</td>
<td>Transformational Leadership</td>
<td>High schools in Australia</td>
<td>Positive effect of transformational leadership on organizational learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Meyer et al.</td>
<td>Full-Range Leadership</td>
<td>Meta-analysis</td>
<td>Strong correlation between affective commitment and transformational leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Webb</td>
<td>Full-Range Leadership</td>
<td>Member colleges and universities in the Council for Christian Colleges and Universities (CCCU) in America</td>
<td>Negative correlation between laissez-faire leadership and leadership effectiveness Combined idealize influence, individualized consideration and transactional contingent reward significantly predict the perceived leadership effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Casimir et al.</td>
<td>Full-Range Leadership</td>
<td>Australian and Chinese followers</td>
<td>Positive effect of transformational and contingent reward dimensions on job performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Tipple</td>
<td>Situational Leadership</td>
<td>Online adjunct faculties</td>
<td>Relevance of theory in distant education context due to broad-range changes on various aspects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Moolenaar et</td>
<td>Transformational Leadership</td>
<td>Elementary schools in</td>
<td>Positive impact of transformational leadership</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 4. Conclusions

Three approaches of leadership have been commonly used to examine leadership in higher educational research. The first one, traits approach is based on the charismatic theory of Weber (1947) and concentrates on the leaders’ personality and characteristics. According to Weber (1978), charismatic leaders are “supernatural, superhuman, or at least specifically exceptional powers or qualities”. The second one, behavior approach is concerned with task and people as two primary behavior categories (Mouton & Blake, 1984). However, this approach fails to provide which behaviors are appropriate for different situations and simply ignores circumstances and contingencies (Yukl, 2010). The third one, situational approach focuses on situational factors and contingencies. Fiedler’s (1967) contingency model tries to explain leadership by using three main components as task structure, leader position power and leader-member relationship, whereas the theory of Vroom and Yetton (1973) focuses on the behaviors of a leader during the process of making decisions. According to Middlehurst (1993), the approaches of traits and behaviors provide limited explanation of leadership, while the situational approach offers a better insight as it deals with the environmental factors that are related to university staff, students and academics.

The management literature on higher education clearly shows that the behaviors of an academic leader have significant effects on faculty and university development (Çetin and Kınık, 2015). There is an ongoing debate regarding the most effective and appropriate leadership style in academic environment, and it is not surprising that the dominant theory in the literature is transformational leadership theory.

In the educational context, academic leadership has been examined in many recent studies (Bryman and Lilley, 2009; Kelloway et al., 2000). Such studies revealed that academic leadership is highly complicated and demanding, and associated with considerable amount of stress and high levels of burnout (Brown and Moshavi, 2002).

The literature review conducted in the present article demonstrates that prior studies have mostly focused on transformational and transactional styles and the four frame model. As seen in Table 3, previous studies could not establish any evidence supporting the situational theory. On the contrary, transformational leadership has often been related with positive outcomes such as organizational learning, leadership effectiveness, commitment and engagement. Likewise, four-frame model of leadership has also gained attention and produced positive outcomes to a certain extent. The prior research shows that this model is more common among academic leaders in the Western countries.

In conclusion, it is not very likely for academic presidents to have all leadership characteristics specified in a wide range of leadership theories. In the academic world, presidents are usually selected due to their research abilities, intellect and credibility in their specializations (Gilley, 2003). Nevertheless, these may not correspond to an effective leadership and the required insight of an effective leader (Bass, 1990). Therefore, higher education institutions may closely follow the progress in academic leadership and adopt an approach appropriate for their institution.
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